
Zipline: The only operations
platform designed to streamline
your IT offerings 

Seamless Integration with Your IT Stack

You’ve heard it before - from HQ to the field and from HR to finance - the company has too 
many tools. You need to consolidate. The customer technologies and the employee-facing 
tools don’t align. Field teams are then left to their own devices trying to collaborate in 
stores. There is a huge gap without a bridge in sight. Not to mention all the data that is 
siloed in your existing different platforms. How do you bring everything together? Powerful 
integrations that mesh seamlessly with all systems, including legacy systems.

 “You can revive old systems and get a lot more utility out of those systems via a
smartly designed integration.” - Simon Batistoni, Director, Integrations and Partnerships at Zipline.

 

Whether it’s providing file accessibility to your entire organization by utilizing a robust Resource Library

or an efficient SFTP facility, establishing your email platform to deliver targeted messages without

dismantling that legacy system, or even easily combining operational data with data from your existing

BI infrastructure such as Looker, Tableau or PowerBI, legacy systems can be optimized by leveraging 

available integrations. Also, direct third party integrations through a secure API can greatly decrease

the number of applications employees need to access. Through the right communications and task

management platform, employees easily connect to workforce and learning management systems 

through an uncomplicated and clear UI, reducing frustration and increasing adoption. When

employees are happy and engaged, more work gets done, driving execution. 

Get a demo today  |  getzipline.com



Secure
Zipline has been built with security as a top priority from 
day one. We hold ourselves accountable to the highest 
standards so you don’t have to worry.

Make it complete
With an open-API and pre-built integrations with the 
leading systems field teams rely on every day to get their 
work done, Zipline is a one-stop shop for frontline teams.

Mobile-first
Your associates and managers gain visibility into tasks 
and execution in real-time, from any device. 

Best-in-class support
Zipline’s industry leading experts are ready to guide and 
support you at every step along the way. 

Actionable reporting
Generate compliance reports to see who read critical 
messages and marked tasks complete and which store 
teams are in the red.

HQ-level visibility
Get a summary, at a glance, of what the entire fleet
is doing. Drill down into specific bright spots or
non-compliant stores.

Everything your employees need, all in one place.

Good-bye, app overload. Zipline gives your field teams one destination to do their jobs. By bringing communications and 
operations functions into a single, dynamic dashboard, employees save time and enterprises save money.

Messages & Tasks
Teams see messages, tasks, and attachments – only 
the ones relevant to them – in one place. No extra 
logins. They can focus on delivering the right
customer experience without having to search
a dozen places for information. 

Resource Library
An out-of-the-box comprehensive document
management solution that best-in-class brands trust 
to house their live-long policies, videos, training 
modules, and more - with search that actually works.

Surveys
An info-gathering tool that can flex with the most 
complex org charts, helping brands and retailers get
to a 100% response rate faster than ever before.

Assessments
Effortless store audits that help track behavior
over time, so field leaders can stop checking
boxes and start coaching.

Two-way communications
Allows field employees to communicate directly
with managers and HQ about what’s happening at
their particular location. 

A One-Stop-Shop for Your Field Teams

getzipline.com | meetzipline@zipline.inc


